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The Burgess House of Sebec is a remarkably early building for its remote 
area and contains a unique series of wall stencils and murals of the early 19th- 
century. The house from west to east consists of the original dwelling of c. 
1816, an ell of c. 1830, a second ell of c. 1850, and a small garage of recent 
construction. These components are all of frame construction with clapboard 
siding and gable roofs. All face north.

The earliest structure is of Cape form (1^ stories) with a central brick 
chimney. Its one-story facade is five bays wide with 9/6 windows flanking a 
central doorway. This doorway is equipped with five-paned side-lights and a 
recent louvered vent above the lintel. The west end of the house is of lh stories 
with two 9/6 windows in each story. Here as everywhere the windows are flanked 
by external louvered shutters.

The first ell is narrower than the main part of the house and is three bays 
long with a central doorway. It has 1% stories', a central chimney, and 9/6 windows

The second ell is of one story with three closely^spaced 9/6 windows on the 
facade.

The one^story garage at the eastern end of the complex contains a single 6/6 
window in its facade and a single garage type door at the eastern end.

Although of widely ranging dat,e,sf , all of these elements blend with each 
other very successfully .

The interior of the main part of the Burgess House contains well preserved 
and impressive wall stencils by Moses Eaton, Jr. and murals attributed to Rufus 
Porter; all date from c. 1824. In one room stencilling forms a border for a 
painted tree, suggesting t^iat^ , the jnen worked simultaneously in decorating the 
interior of the house.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Burgess House, so-called Because of its occupancy during the latter half 
of the 19th century by the Thomas A. Burgess family , was probably built by Ichabod 
Young about 1816. In that year Young constructed a fulling mill across the Sebec 
River from the house, the first such mill in Piscataquis County.

This site, at the outlet of Sebec Lake into the Sebec River was the scene of 
the earliest settlement in the town beginning in 1802. A natural fall of 18 feet 
made it an ideal location for waterpower industry and by 1830 seven mills were op 
erating in this location. At that time Sebec was the leading business center in the 
county and continued to be for another twenty years.

Sebec today is a tiny quiet village and all that remains of its once thriving 
industry are a few foundation ruins on the river bank. The Burgess House, though 
unpretentious externally, reflects through its interior the prosperity which once 
existed in the community. The rooms, small in scale, are nonetheless finished with 
great care and attention to detail and include fine wood panelling on the ground 
floor.

The most important feature, however, which is found throughout the original 
house is the extremely well preserved fresco and stencil work. Virtually every 
wall is ornamented with freehand or stencilled decoration which with the exception 
of a few slightly faded areas retains its original vibrancy of color or nearly so. 
Probably executed a few years after construction of the house, this work has been 
authoritatively attributed to Rufus Porter and his associate, Moses Eaton, Jr. in 
the early 1820's.

As one of the earliest houses remaining in this remote section of Maine and 
because of its remarkable interior, the Burgess House is eminently worthy of recog 
nition and preservation.
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